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Way back for Ferry? Starts with old friends 

By: Buck Harvey 

Had he caught himself last June before the words came out of his mouth, Danny Ferry would be out in 

public. He would be doing his job, monitoring his basketball team, and he might have come to San 

Antonio on Wednesday to watch the Hawks play the Spurs. 

But instead of sitting in R.C. Buford’s box, Ferry sits in limbo paying for his sins, wearing a scarlet letter 

as prominent as any lettering on a jersey. 

Forget about getting back his basketball life. Ferry would settle for just his life. But how does he do that? 

Maybe it begins with friends. 

Maybe it begins with friends such as Malik Rose. 

Others have been supportive, including the one who Ferry said had “some African in him.” Luol Deng has 

said he forgives Ferry and doesn’t think he is a racist. 

Tim Duncan and Steve Kerr have defended Ferry. And Magic Johnson, after initially announcing Ferry 

should step down from his post as the general manager of the Hawks, reversed his opinion after talking 

with Ferry and said he deserves a second chance. 

But if a second chance is coming, it’s been put on hold while the Hawks sort through their legal mess. 

Ferry is a pawn caught in an ownership dispute. In the meantime, Ferry is on an indefinite leave of 

absence, alienated from his franchise and the world he once knew. 

Those who have talked to him say this: Two months after the firestorm began, Ferry is still far from 

recovery. 

This has been his punishment. But how long should it last, and how severe should it be? Rose, who talks 

for a living while broadcasting Philadelphia 76ers games, has a few answers. 

Before the summer of 2000, Rose knew Ferry only through their games against each other. When Ferry 

arrived in San Antonio, poised to steal some of Rose's minutes, Rose made a vow. 

“I’m not losing to this guy at anything,” Rose said. 

Run a lap? Rose turned it into a race. Ferry answered with the same competitive drive, and eventually 

he went to Rose with a proposal. 

Why not use this fuel we have and work out together? With that, they began to stay after practice, 

going one-on-one. 



“That’s how we bonded,” Rose said this week. “I respected him, he respected me. We clicked.” 

Their competition spilled into what has become Spurs legend. Ferry, a notorious practical joker, once 

decorated Rose’s BMW with Oreo cookies from bumper to bumper. When Rose came out of practice, 

after the Texas sun had baked the icing of the cookies into the paint of his car, he was horrified when it 

initially appeared there was lasting damage. 

Rose’s response was to put Ferry’s Lexus up for sale in a newspaper ad. Rose listed a bargain price 

because, as he noted in the ad, the owner had to immediately leave for Afghanistan. 

Rose included Ferry’s home phone number with one request: “Please call after 11 p.m.” 

They were living a buddy-cop movie, exchanging digs and elbows, then came something bigger in the 

2002-03 season. Rose had been butting heads with Gregg Popovich, and Popovich did what coaches do. 

He benched Rose. 

This dragged on until Ferry — along with Kerr, David Robinson and Steve Smith — went to Popovich to 

clear the air. They told Popovich they were a better team with Rose in the rotation. Several months 

later, after Rose averaged career highs in minutes and points that season, the Spurs won their second 

championship. 

“I fell in love with all of them even more because of that,” Rose said. “And for Danny, there was more 

involved. He was sacrificing the minutes he was getting.” 

So when Rose heard that Ferry had paraphrased a scouting report and included the “some African” line? 

“To be honest,” Rose said, “I didn't even know what he meant by that.” 

One of Rose’s first thoughts: He has heard NBA scouts for years rely on lazy, generalized terms. Some 

might say rural kids aren’t as tough as city kids, for example, or Croatians don’t play as hard as Serbians. 

“Danny showed a limited vocabulary,” Rose said. “But, man, we live in America. How many punchlines 

to jokes do we hear in movies and on television with something like that in it? My definition of racism is 

when there is hate behind the words, and there is no way in the world there was hate in what he was 

saying.” 

Rose knows Ferry too well. They went through too much together. 

“It’s easy for me to defend him, and it's also the right thing to do,” he said. “Say what you want about 

Danny Ferry, that he’s arrogant or whatever, but he is no way near a racist.” 

The words won’t make everything go away for Ferry. But they are a step, and the words mean 

something, because the history between Ferry and Rose does. 



 

 


